Animals Stock Image Collection from Dustwood Media
48 stock images of animals, ranging from insects to birds to dogs, cats
and horses. Ideal for prints, website images, art references, greeting
cards, and more - be creative!
30 are free images available under a Creative Commons BY license. The other 18 are
stock images (©2015 Jeri-Lynn Woods, all rights reserved). with a total value of $61 if
purchased separately.
Some free images can be downloaded directly from www.dustwood-media.com and/or
the Dustwood Pinterest page at pinterest.com/jerilynnwoods.

CATEGORIES INCLUDED:

BIRDS
P. 2

BUTTERFLIES
P. 2-3

INSECTS
P. 7

CATS
P. 3-4

REPTILES
P. 7

DOGS
P. 4-6

HORSES
P. 6

WILDLIFE
P. 8

Catalogue notes: P. 9. Order form: P. 10

Animals Stock Image Collection from Dustwood Media
ANI001 $20 on CD plus $2 shipping per order
To order: Mail in the order form at the end of this catalogue with your cheque or money order
(in Canadian or US funds).
If you would rather pay using your credit card or PayPal account, please order online at
www.dustwood-media.com/image-collections.html.

ANIMALS: BIRDS

Circling Crows 1: A flock of crows circles
ominously overhead against a rapidlyclouding sky. Feeling of suspense.
Image size 1650 x 1050px; prints at 5.5 x
3.5". Free.
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Cocky 1: Colour sketch of a Hawaiian
fighting rooster. The bird's proud and
belligerent attitude shows where the
phrase "cocky" comes from. These are
the bird's actual colours. Image size
2625 x 2175px; prints at 8.75 x 7.25".
Free.

Watching Crow 1: A single crow is
perched overhead in the bare branches
of a tree. Feeling of watching - slightly
ominous. Image size 2250 x 1650px;
prints at 7.5 x 5.5". $2 if purchased
separately.

Mountain Bluebird 3: a bright blue
mountain bluebird perched on a car's
side-view mirror, facing the camera.
Image size 675 x 675px, prints at
2.25 x 2.25". Free.

ANIMALS: BUTTERFLIES

Butterfly On Tree 1: A tiny, delicate
butterfly pauses on the rough brown bark
of a forest tree. 1650 x 1200px; prints at
5.5 X 4". $1 if purchased separately.

Swallowtail Butterflies 2: Two Zebra
Swallowtail butterflies flash their brilliant
black-and-white markings, showing the
strange, face-like markings on their tails.
Image size 1200 x 1125px. Prints at 4 x
3.75". Free.

Swallowtail Butterflies 4: a cluster of
Zebra Swallowtail butterflies wave their
brightly-marked wings as they sit in the
sunlight. Image size 1725 x 525px. Prints
at 5.75 x 1.75". Free.

ANIMALS: CATS

Butterfly On Mud 1: delicate pale
blue butterfly, wings edged with
grey and white bands. I think this
may be a Spring Azure. Image
size 975 x 1200px; prints at 3.25
x 4". Free.

Cat Resting 3: Head of a reclining longhaired cat. Relaxed and yet aloof, a
sample of feline tranquillity. Image size,
1500 x 1350px; prints at 5 x 4.5". $2 if
purchased separately.

Jenny: pencil sketch of the head of my
grey kitten, Jenny, asleep. Very sweet.
Kitten, kittens, cats, pets, animals, sleep,
sleeping. Image size 2550 x 1800px.
Prints at 8.5 x 6". $4 if purchased
separately.

Max Asleep: flowing, rather abstract pen
and ink sketch of long-haired cat Max,
curled up asleep. Image size 1275 x
975px. Prints at 4.25 x 3.25". $2 if
purchased separately.
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Grey Cat Resting 5: Almost full-body
side view of long-haired grey cat, resting
on a garden wall. The relaxed calmness
of the cat contrasts with the rough,
tangled-looking fur. Image size 1950 x
1275px; prints at 6.5 x 4.25". Free.

Sleeping Kitten 2: Pencil sketch of
sleeping kitten, Pepper, stretched out
over a pillow. Image size 2100 x 1200px.
Prints at 7 x 4". Free.

Ernie 1: Colour drawing of head and
forequarters of grey-and-white
shorthaired cat with an intense gaze.
Image size 1950 x 2475px; prints at
6.5 x 8.25". Free.

Grey Cat Portrait 4: front-face view
a long-haired grey cat with white bib,
with half-closed green-gold eyes,
luxuriant long white whiskers and an
aloof expression. Image size 1200 x
1500px. Prints at 4 x 5". Free.
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Cat Dreaming 1: Pencil drawing of a big,
black cat with white markings, sitting upright
with eyes closed and a faraway look. Has an
aloof and almost oriental look. Image size
1650 x 2850px. Prints at 5.5 x 9.5". Free.

White Cat Portrait 2: Pencil
sketch of head of white-and-grey
cat, looking attentively up past
the viewer. Image size 675 x
825px. Prints at 2.25 x 2.75".
Free.

ANIMALS: DOGS

Buddy 1: coloured pencil drawing of
Buddy, a black mixed-breed dog, side
face. With coloured background. See
Buddy 2 for the same image with plain
white background. Image size 1725 x
1350px. Prints at 5.75 x 4.5". Free.

Buddy 2: Coloured drawing of Buddy, a
black mixed-breed dog, side face, with
plain white background. See Buddy 1 for
same image with a coloured background.
Image size 1800 x 1350px. Prints at 6 x
4.5". Free.

Dachshunds Walking 2. Quick,
lively action sketch of two
dachshunds, Zack and Tigger,
walking together. Very loose & free
feeling, yet captures the dogs'
expressions. Image size 2775 x
2250px. Prints at 9.25 x 7.5". Free.

Gypsy 1: Quick pencil sketch of a
black border-collie cross lying with her
head on her paws. Rather abstract
image in silhouette. Image size 2100
x 1200px. Prints at 7 x 4". Free.

Dachshunds Walking 1: A very free sketch
of two dachshunds walking together. Uses
a few lines to capture the dogs'
personalities. Image size 3525 x 2625px;
prints at 11.75 x 8.75". Free.
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Nanatoo: pencil drawing of a
Landseer Newfoundland, sporting
a short summer haircut and sitting
waiting for someone to throw a
ball. Commercial card size, 1500
x 2100px; prints at 5 x 7". $4 if
purchased separately.

Mr. Bojangles: Detailed pencil
drawing of head and forequarters of
Mr. Bojangles, a collie cross. A
sweet and intelligent-looking dog.
Mutts, mixed breed, dogs, pets,
animals, collie. Image size 1500 x
2325px. Prints at 5 x 7.75". $4 if
purchased separately.

Hairy Dog 2: Abstract pen
sketch of a hairy crossbreed
dog. Front view of hairy,
quizzical face. Image size 2250
x 2775px. Prints at 7.5 x 9.25".
Free.

Happy Nanatoo: coloured pencil drawing
of head of Nanatoo, a Landseer
Newfoundland, getting her head
scratched. Image size 150ppi, 2025 x
1725px. Prints at 6.75 x 5.75". $8 if
purchased separately.

Head Of Small Dog: Quick pencil
sketch of the head of a small, hairy
terrier-cross dog, facing to left of front.
Image size 900 x 825px. Prints at 3 x
2.75". Free.

Irish Setter Head: Outline pen sketch of
the head of an Irish setter, facing left.
Captures the look of the breed. Image
size 1050 x 825px. Prints at 3.5 x 2.75".
Free.

Labrador Retriever Portrait 2: head of a
black labrador retriever. Slideshow size,
1280 x 960px (good for online use).
Free.

Labrador Retriever Standing 1: a female
black Labrador retriever, standing. HalfPage size, 2550 x 1650px; prints at 8.5 x
5.5. Free.

Labrador Retriever Standing 4: A yellow
Labrador retriever explores the rocks. Half
-Page size, 2550 x 1650px; prints at 8.5 x
5.5. $2 if purchased separately.
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Portrait Of Ginger 1: coloured
pencil drawing of head of pet
Rottweiler, Ginger. Rottweiler,
dogs, pets, animals. Image size
1650 x 2325px. Prints at 5.5 x
7.75". $8 if purchased separately.

Yorkshire Terrier 2: Side view of perky
Yorkshire terrier with a gold head and silvergrey back, standing facing to right. image
size 1875 x 2100px; prints at 6.25 x 7". $2 if
purchased separately.

Yorkshire Terrier 1: Yorkshire terrier with
a silver-and-cream coat, lying down,
viewed from above. image size 1200 x
975px; prints at 4 x 3.25". Free.

Shawna: pencil sketch of head of sleeping
Irish setter puppy, Shawna. Irish setter,
puppy, puppies, dogs, pets, animals, sleep,
sleeping. Image size 1425 x 1350px. Prints
at 4.75 x 4.5". $2 if purchased separately.

ANIMALS: HORSES

Neighbour's Horse 1: Relaxed, casual
coloured pencil sketch of bay horse,
grazing. Image size 3450 x 2475px;
Prints at 11.5 x 8.25". $4 if purchased
separately.

Newfoundland Pony 1: pencil drawing of a
Newfoundland pony, side view. Newfoundland
ponies are a Canadian heirloom horse breed
which has almost disappeared. Image size
2250 x 2925px. Prints at 7.5 x 9.75". $6 if
purchased separately.

ANIMALS: INSECTS

Ant On Leaves 1: Close-up of a tiny red
ant on the vast expanse of a rose leaf.
Image size 1500 x 1125px; prints at 5 x
3.75". Free.
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Ants On Leaves 2: Close-up of two tiny
black ants travelling across rose leaves.
Slideshow size, 1280 x 960px (for online
use). Free.

Fly On Leaf 1: A tiny fly gleams iridescent
green and copper against a green leaf.
Incredible metallic colours. Slideshow
size (1280 x 960px), good for online use.
Free.

Ladybug On Fern 1: Closeup of black-spotted red ladybug
on brown-spotted golden bracken fern fronds. Strong
pattern with diagonal lines. A feeling of autumn and harvest.
1425 x 1650px; prints at 4.75 x 5.5". $2 if purchased
separately.

ANIMALS: REPTILES

Nigerian Lizard 1: quick pencil sketch of a
small lizard from Nigeria, seen from the
back. Nigerian Lizard 2 and Nigerian
Lizard 3 offer different treatments of the
same subject. Image size 1500 x 1650px.
Prints at 5 x 5.5". Free.

Nigerian Lizard 2: quick pen sketch
of a small lizard from Nigeria, seen
from the back. See Nigerian Lizard 1
and Nigerian Lizard 3 for different
treatments of the same subject.
Image size 1050 x 1200px. Prints at
3.5 x 4". Free.

Nigerian Lizard 3: quick and loose penand-ink sketch of a small lizard from
Nigeria, seen from the back. Nigerian
Lizard 1 and Nigerian Lizard 2 offer
different treatments of the same subject.
Image size 1050 x 1050px; prints at 3.5 x
3.5". Free.

ANIMALS: WILDLIFE

Aoudad 1: quick pen sketch of the head and
forequarters of a wild goat (Aoudad, Barbary
Sheep) with sweeping horns. Image size 1125
x 1050px. Prints at 3.75 x 3.5". $2 if purchased
separately.

Zoo Elephant 1: Pencil drawing of head and
forequarters of an African elephant at the
San Francisco zoo. Elephant, elephants,
wildlife, animals, size, big. Image size 1500
x 2250px. Prints at 5 x 7.5". $4 if
purchased separately.
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Caribou 2: Quick pen sketch of a sleeping caribou
stretched out in the grass. Lively treatment of a
quiet subject. Image size 1575 x 1200px. Prints
at 5.25 x 4". $2 if purchased separately.

Zoo Giraffe 1: Loose pencil sketch of adult
giraffe at Milwaukee County Zoo striding
slowly around its enclosure. Image size
2550 x 2925px; prints at 8.5 x 9.75". Free.
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CATALOGUE NOTES:
ANIMAL STOCK IMAGES CD: The CD includes full-size JPG files of all the images illustrated in this catalogue.
CATALOGUE IMAGES: All images in the catalogue are displayed with a maximum size of 2.4", regardless of their
actual "printed" size. Be sure to double-check the image's actual pixel / print size to verify that a particular image
will be suitable for your needs.
IMAGE SIZES: Most images have listed both a size in pixels (px) and a printed size, given in inches. Sizes are given in
width X height; so 5 x 7" means 5" wide by 7" high.

Printed size: The " prints at" size is the size the image will be if printed at 300 dpi (dots per inch).
Note: you would NOT insert the image in a document and specify the image size to be "100%" - because if you
do that, the image will print at 72 dpi (to match the 72 ppi, or pixels per inch, of the online resolution) and the
image will look terrible!
So, if the image's "prints at" size is 7.5 x 10" (for instance), and you insert the image in a Word document, format
the image size to a width of 7.5" and a height of 10" (which would be a scale of 24%). (A cautionary note: under
"Format Picture > Size", Word 2003 lists height first and then width.) Note that you can format the image to be
smaller than the "prints at" size without hurting the image quality.
LICENSING: by purchasing this collection, you are granted a license to use any of the images contained in it for
commercial, business, non-profit or personal use, under the following conditions:

FREE IMAGES: Free images are made available under a Creative Commons BY license. You are granted the
right to use any of the free images, including making changes to the images, provided that you attribute the
images to Jeri-Lynn Woods and/or Dustwood Media. This attribution does not have to be directly on the
item on which the image is used, but must be easily and readily accessible - for example: a mention on your
website that "all images are used under license from Dustwood Media". (Note: you do not need to attribute an
image you are using for strictly personal purposes).
STOCK IMAGES: Stock images are copyrighted. You are granted a worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free, non
-assignable and non-transferable right to edit and use any of the stock images, provided that you attribute the
image as indicated in bold print under "Free Images", above.
RESTRICTIONS: You may NOT resell this collection, nor sell as stock images any of the images included.

If you have any questions about whether the use you have in mind is allowed, please contact me by phone at
250-512-1368 (between 9:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Pacific Time, M-F) or by email at jeriwoods@dustwood-media.com.
NOTE: Canadian orders: we pay your GST/PST/HST.
Orders from outside of Canada: you may have to pay import duties to your country's customs agency.

ORDER FORM
My Name: _______________________________________________________
My Mailing Address: ______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
My Email Address (optional): _______________________________________
(Please include your email address if you would like to be added to our mailing list)

Image Collection

Price

Subtotal
Shipping & Handling
TOTAL ENCLOSED
Note: Cheques or money orders must be in Canadian or US dollars.
If you would prefer to pay with your credit card or PayPal account, please order from our website at
www.dustwood-media.com/image-collections.html.

2.00

